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politicians demanded action to stave off hundreds of 
thousands of layoffs in the defense industry—an action 
which will hit the Commonwealth hard if the automatic 
sequestration budget deal, reached between Obama and 
the Republican leadership in August 2011, goes 
through. In another case, a member of the Democratic 
Congressional leadership insisted that Congress deal 
with the problems of the devastating national drought 
(one half of all counties are in areas declared emergen-
cies due to drought), before leaving. Representatives 
from the farm state of Iowa also began to speak up.

On Aug. 2, Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack 
went public on the need for Congress to stay in session; 
speaking on a New York City NPR station, he referred 
to the sign he said he had recently seen in Washington, 
which read “Summer School for Congress, No Recess.” 
“I agree with that,” he said; saying that it was irrespon-
sible for Congress to leave town without passing a farm 
bill (the current one runs out at the end of September), 
and without dealing with the killer drought.

Only Republicans voted to adjourn the Congress, 
although 78 of them joined 187 Democrats to defeat the 
motion.

Responding to Leadership
The concept behind the two-week deployment into 

Washington, as laid out by LaRouche, was very precise. 
Not only was it necessary to push through Glass-Stea-
gall, and move toward getting Obama out of office—
actions long overdue—but a direct dialogue between 
LPAC, which has the programs and ideas to save the 
nation, and those political leaders with a sense of re-
sponsibility for the nation, had to be set into motion.

There is no doubt that the latter occurred. Offices 
that had previously refused to meet with LPAC repre-
sentatives were convinced to do so by calls from LPAC 
supporters in their districts. Representatives and Sena-
tors were intersected at hearings, breakfasts, and other 
events—as well as through formal meetings—and 
brought into discussing LaRouche’s three-point pro-
gram, and the war danger.

An atmosphere of the utmost seriousness about the 
crisis permeated many of the meetings, and a substantial 
number of top aides committed themselves to further 
discussions during the “recess” period. By the end of the 
two weeks, that discussion had been further deepened 
by the issuance of a new LPAC pamphlet, “The Full Re-
covery Program for the United States,” which will begin 
wide circulation in the immediate days ahead.
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July 23—Recent remarks by Sir John Sawers, who 
heads Britain’s MI6 (the Secret Intelligence Service 
that is Britain’s CIA counterpart), leave us wondering 
if Sawers is preparing to fix intelligence on Iran, as 
his immediate predecessor, Sir John Scarlett, did on 
Iraq.

Scarlett’s pre-Iraq war role in creating dodgy dos-
siers hyping the threat of non-existent weapons of mass 
destruction is relatively well known. On July 4, the red 
warning light for politicization was again flashing 
brightly in London, as Sawers told British senior civil 
servants that Iran is two years away from becoming a 
nuclear weapons state. How did Sawers come up with 
two years?

Since late 2007, the benchmark for weighing Iran’s 
nuclear program has been the unanimous assessment 
by all 16 U.S. intelligence agencies that Iran halted its 
nuclear weapons program in late 2003 and that, as of 
mid-2007, had not restarted it. Those judgments have 
been revalidated every year since, despite strong pres-
sure to bow to more ominous—but evidence-starved—
assessments by Israel and its neo-conservative sup-
porters.

The 2007 U.S. National Intelligence Estimate 
helped thwart plans to attack Iran in 2008, the last year 
of the Bush/Cheney administration. This shines 
through in George Bush’s own memoir, Decision 
Points, in which he rues the NIE’s “eye-popping decla-
ration: ‘We judge with high confidence that in fall 
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2003, Tehran halted its nuclear weapons 
program.’ ”

Bush continues, “But after the NIE, how 
could I possibly explain using the military to 
destroy the nuclear facilities of a country the 
intelligence community said had no active 
nuclear weapons program?” (Decision 
Points, p. 419)

Hands tied on the military side, U.S. 
covert operations flowered, with $400 mil-
lion appropriated at that same time for a 
major escalation of the dark-side struggle 
against Iran, according to military, intelli-
gence, and Congressional sources cited by 
Seymour Hersh in 2008.

The clandestine but all-too-real war on 
Iran has included attacks with computer vi-
ruses, the murders of Iranian scientists, and 
what the Israelis call the “unnatural” demise 
of senior officials like Revolutionary Guards 
Major General Hassan Moghaddam, father 
of Iran’s missile program.

Moghaddam was killed in a large explo-
sion last November, with Time magazine 
citing “a western intelligence source” as saying the Is-
rael’s Mossad was behind the blast. More threatening 
still to Iran are the severe economic sanctions laid upon 
it, sanctions which are tantamount to an act of war.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and 
pro-Israel neo-conservatives in the U.S. and elsewhere 
have been pushing hard for an attack on Iran, seizing 
every pretext they can find. Netanyahu was suspi-
ciously fast off the blocks, for example, in claiming that 
Iran was behind the tragic terrorist bombing of Israeli 
tourists in Bulgaria on July 18, despite Bulgarian au-
thorities and even the White House warning that it is 
too early to attribute responsibility.

Netanyahu’s instant indictment of Iran strongly sug-
gests he is looking for excuses to up the ante. With the 
Persian Gulf looking like an accident waiting to happen, 
stocked as it is with warships from the U.S., the U.K., 
and elsewhere—and with no fail-safe way of communi-
cating with Iranian naval commanders—an escalation-
generating accident or provocation is now more likely 
than ever.

July 23, a Day of Infamy
Oddly, Sawers’s speech of July 4 came just as an 

important date approached—the tenth anniversary of a 

sad day for British and U.S. intelligence on Iraq. On 
July 23, 2002 at a meeting at 10 Downing Street, then-
MI6 head, [Richard] Dearlove, briefed Prime Minister 
Tony Blair and other senior officials on his talks with 
his American counterpart, CIA Director George Tenet, 
in Washington three days before.

In the official minutes of that briefing (now known 
as the Downing Street Memo), which were leaked to 
the London Times and published on May 1, 2005, 
Dearlove explains that George Bush has decided to 
attack Iraq and the war was to be “justified by the con-
junction of terrorism and weapons of mass destruc-
tion.”

When then-Foreign Secretary Jack Straw points out 
that the case was “thin,” Dearlove explains matter-of-
factly, “The intelligence and facts are being fixed 
around the policy.”

There is no sign in the minutes that anyone hic-
cupped—much less demurred—at making a case for 
war and furthering Blair’s determination to join Bush in 
launching the kind of war of aggression outlawed by 
the Nuremberg Tribunal after World War II and by the 
United Nations Charter.

Helped by the acquiescence of its chief spies, the 
Blair government mainlined into the body politic un-

Sir Richard Dearlove, then-head of MI6, told top British officials during the 
2002 buildup to the Iraq War: “The intelligence and facts are being fixed 
around the policy.” Are we in for another round of “fixing”—this time on 
Iran?
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assessed, raw intelligence and forged documents, with 
disastrous consequences for the world.

U.K. citizens were spoon-fed fake intelligence in 
the September Dossier (2002) and then, just six weeks 
before the attack on Iraq, the “Dodgy Dossier,” based 
largely on a 12-year old PhD thesis culled from the In-
ternet—all presented by spy and politician alike as om-
inous premonitory intelligence.

So was made the case for war. All lies, resulting 
in hundreds of thousands dead and maimed, and 
millions of Iraqis displaced—yet no one held to ac-
count.

Sir Richard Dearlove, who might have prevented 
this had he had the integrity to speak out, was allowed 
to retire with full honors and became the Master of a 
Cambridge college. John Scarlett, who as chair of the 
Joint Intelligence Committee signed off on the fraudu-
lent dossiers, was rewarded with the top spy job at MI6 
and a knighthood. George W. Bush gave George Tenet 
the Presidential Medal of Freedom—the highest civil-
ian award.

What need have we for further proof? “So are they 
all, all honorable men”—reminiscent of those standing 
with Brutus in Shakespeare’s play, but with no Mark 
Antony to expose them and stir the appropriate popular 
reaction.

Therein lies the problem: instead of being held ac-
countable, these “honorable men” were, well, honored. 
Their soft landings offer a noxious object lesson for 
ambitious bureaucrats who are ready to play fast and 
loose with the truth and trim their sails to the prevailing 
winds.

Ill-begot honors offer neither deterrent nor disin-
centive to current and future intelligence chiefs tempted 
to follow suit and corrupt intelligence rather than chal-
lenge their political leaders with hard, un-“fixed” facts. 
Integrity? In this milieu integrity brings one knowing 
smirks rather than honors. And it can get you kicked out 
of the club.

Fixing Intelligence on Iran
Are we in for another round of “fixing”—this time 

on Iran? We may know soon. Israeli Prime Minister Ne-
tanyahu, citing the terrorist attack in Bulgaria, has al-
ready provided what amounts to a variation on Dearlo-
ve’s ten-year-old theme regarding how war can be 
justified by the conjunction of terrorism and weapons 
of mass destruction.

According to the Jerusalem Post on July 17, Ne-
tanyahu said all countries that understand that Iran is 
an exporter of world terror must join Israel in stating 
that fact clearly, in order to emphasize the impor-
tance of preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear 
weapon.

Appearing on CBS’s Face the Nation on Sunday as 
well as on Fox News Sunday, Netanyahu returned to 
that theme. Blaming the July 18 terrorist attack in Bul-
garia on Hezbollah supported by Iran, he asked TV 
viewers to imagine what would happen if the world’s 
most dangerous regime got the world’s most dangerous 
weapons.

This has too familiar a ring. Has it been just ten 
years?

Will MI6 chief Sawers model his conduct today on 
that of his predecessors who, ten years ago, “justified” 
war on Iraq? Will he “fix” intelligence around U.K./
U.S./Israeli policy on Iran? Parliamentary overseers 
should demand a briefing from Sawers forthwith, 
before erstwhile bulldog Britain is again dragged like a 
poodle into another unnecessary war.

Planetary Defense
Leading circles in Russia have 
made clear their intent to judo the 
current British-Obama insane 
drive towards war, by invoking the 
principle of Lyndon LaRouche’s 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). 
Termed the Strategic Defense of 
Earth, the SDE would focus on 
cooperation between the U.S.A. 
and Russia for missile defense, as 
well as defense of the planet 
against the threat of asteroid or 
comet impacts.

The destiny of mankind now is to 
meet the challenge of  our 
“extraterrestrial imperative”! Available from LaRouchePAC


